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AN EXPANSION OF CONCEPT THE STATE ECONOMIC LOSS IN CORRUPTION IN INDONESIA

Supriyanto¹, Hartiwiningsih², Supanto³
Student of the Doctoral Law Program, Sebelas Maret University, Surakarta
Email: maspri829@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
This research aimed to analyze the meaning of state finance loss in corruption and provide prescriptions the expansion of concept the state economic loss in Corruption Eradication Acts in Indonesia.

This research was a normative-legal approach with the approaches of statute, case, comparative and conceptual. Legal materials were analyzed by syllogism of induction, deduction and interpretation.

The research indicates that, first, the meaning of state economic in corruption is a life of economic that structured as a joint venture based on kinship principles, in this case is a cooperative, or other entity that has the principles and spirit of mutual cooperation, kinship and joint ventures, so if there are irregularities in cooperatives or other business entities principled and cooperative spirit that resulted in losses, it can be applied to corruption. But this has never happened in the practice of corruption law enforcement.

Secondly, the need for expansion the concept of state economy in corruption crime, thus acts in state economy loss, among others: the implementation of construction without in-depth study (feasibility study) so it does not have the value of benefits, contractor is unable to finish the government’s work in accordance with employment contracts so that work is not finish and not function, basic materials stockpiling and public’s needs (stockpiling of food, fuel, fertilizer, etc.), import policies that harm the public’s production and acts that damage the ecological of environment (forestry, mining and fisheries conducted unlawfully).

Keywords: expansion, the concept of state economy, corruption.

INTRODUCTION
In the explanation of Act No. 31 of 1999 as amended by Act No. 20 of 2001 on Corruption Eradication, which is defined as the state economy are:

“A life of economic is structured as a joint venture based on the principle of kinship or community businesses independently based on government policy, both at the central and local levels in accordance with the provisions of the legislation in force aimed at providing benefits, wealth and prosperity to all the peoples’ lives.”

The concept of state economy in Corruption Eradication Acts (UUPTPK) is unclear, vague and multi-interpretation so it is difficult to apply in practice the corruption law enforcement. Former Attorney General Baharuddin Lopa ever said that if viewed from the

¹ Student of Doctoral Program of Law Science, Faculty of Law, UNS; Prosecutor of High Attorney of South Sulawesi. Email: maspri829@gmail.com
² Professor of Criminal Law at Doctoral Program of Law Science, Faculty of Law, UNS. Email: hartiwis50@yahoo.com
³ Professor of Criminal Law at Doctoral Program of Law Science, Faculty of Law, UNS. Email: supanto.8787@gmail.com
science of law, what is meant by “the state economy”, as mentioned in the general explanation of Act No. 31 of 1999 is very vague, thus it is very difficult to define what is meant by “the state economic loss” in the practice of law enforcement. It is therefore not surprising if it is not so much or rare court ruling that within the legal considerations contains clearly proving the element of “the state economic loss”.4

It is similar as presented by former Deputy Attorney General for Special Crimes Marwan Effendy, that the Act No. 31 of 1999 does not explicitly emphasize the meaning of the state economy. In practice, it seems never an accused of corruption are proven actions can satisfy the element formulation of state economy loss.5

The concept of state economy is not clear; it will have an impact on the implementation of corruption Acts that damage state economic. To encourages the successful of corruption eradication in Indonesia, hence the need for the expansion of concept the state economy.

THE FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

As described above it can be posited the formulation of problem as follows:

1. How does the meaning of state economy loss in corruption crime in Indonesia?
2. How the expansion of concept the state economic loss in Corruption Eradication Acts in Indonesia?

METHOD OF RESEARCH

The type of research was a normative-legal research, as a process of finding the rule of law, principles of law and legal doctrines in order to address the legal issues at hand. Legal research was conducted to produce arguments, theories or new concepts as prescriptions in solving problems6. This research is to find and provide prescriptions on expanding the concept of state economy loss in UUPTPK in Indonesia. This study uses the approaches of statute, case and conceptual.

Legal materials were analyzed by syllogism of induction, deduction and interpretation, in detail, comprehensive, objective and in-depth.

5 Marwan Effendy, Kejahatan Perbankan Dari Perspektif Hukum Pidana, Sumber Ilmu Jaya, Jakarta, 2005, Page. 111
6 Peter Mahmud Marzuki, Penelitian Hukum, Prenada Media Group, Jakarta, 2010, Page. 35.
DISCUSSIONS
Meaning of State Economy in Corruption

As general explanation of Act No. 31 of 1999 on Corruption Eradication, that is:

“The meaning of state economy is the life of economic which is structured as a joint
venture based on the principle of kinship or community businesses independently
based on government policy, both at the central and local levels in accordance with
the provisions of the legislation in force that aims to benefit, prosperity and prosperity
to all the peoples’ lives.”

The definition is not clear, vague, multi-interpretations and not implementable in the
legislation of corruption eradication, so it is hardly ever applied by law enforcers because
there are no clear parameters against these meaning.

Indonesia’s economic system is not capitalism nor socialism, but a mixed economic
system accordingly in the 1945 Constitution, namely Pancasila economic system or people
economic system that focuses on cooperative with kinship principles. Pancasila economic
system is an economic system that is spirited by Pancasila ideology, as an economic system
with joint effort based on kinship and national mutual cooperation.\footnote{Mubyarto,
Ekonomi Pancasila : Gagasan dan Kemungkinan, \ LP3ES, Jakarta, 1987, Page. 31} The principle of kinship
in the Indonesian economy is set by constitutional in article 33 paragraph (1) of the 1945
Constitution, that the economy is structured as a joint venture based on kinship principles.
The meaning of economy is structured as a joint venture based on kinship principles is
cooporative.

But it does not mean that only cooperative as an exact business entity to achieve
common prosperity, for cooperatives, state-owned and private enterprises are the three of
entities are inseparable from one another. The mandate of Article 33, paragraph (1) of the
1945 Constitution is that the principle of kinship should spirit all business entities both SOE
and private enterprise, not just the cooperative enterprises. Therefore, if there are state-owned
or private enterprises that its purpose and principle based on the mutual cooperation and
kinship and as joint ventures, then it is a “cooperative”.

While, the meaning of people effort independently which is based on government
policy, both at the central and local levels in accordance with the provisions of the legislation
in force that aims to benefit, prosperity and welfare to the whole life of the people is not
clear, abstract and multi interpretation. If observed the meaning of this sentence is similar as
the spirit of cooperative.

\footnote{Mubyarto, Ekonomi Pancasila : Gagasan dan Kemungkinan, \ LP3ES, Jakarta, 1987, Page. 31}
If rests on a meaning of state economy, as Pancasila economic system based on article 33 paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution, then if there is a cooperative entity or other business entity that holds the principle and spirit of cooperative occurs irregularities against the financial management of the cooperative resulting in losses cooperative then can be applied the UUPTPK, because it state economy loss. It does not lose the state finances because cooperative’s money is not state money, but money belonging to members of the cooperative, so it cannot be categorized as state finance. But such actions can be considered detrimental to the state economy.

In practice, the understanding of the meaning of state economy has not been observed optimally by law enforcers (investigators, public prosecutor, judge), so that hardly never applied in corruption law enforcement. Therefore, in addition to providing a clear definition of state economy, as mentioned, it is necessary to expand the concept of state economy in corruption.

### An Expansion of Concept the State Economy Loss in Corruption Eradication Acts in Indonesia

The principle of state’s economy life is vast and complex, because the economy plays an important role in the life of the state. Therefore things that interfere, impede or even detrimental to the life of economic of the state must be addressed with a legal instrument that is clear and unequivocal. Many actions are very disturbing, inhibiting or detrimental to the life of economic of the state, but cannot be reached by UUPTPK, because the meaning of state economy in UUPTPK is unclear, vague and the multi-interpretation.

Several legal issues that occur, many actions are deemed damaging and detrimental the life of economic of the state but cannot be sentenced in UUPTPK, as follows:

a. Implementation of construction without in-depth study (*feasibility study*) so it does not have value of benefits.

Many infrastructure development activities to serve the public’s interests (markets, hospitals, schools, etc.) that have been finished, but “be left” and not used,8 because it does not meet the standards to be used as public facilities, for example: location away from settlements, disaster-prone areas (floods, landslides, etc.).

---

8 The construction of market Desa Medaeng Sidoarjo in 2010 with budget about Rp. 9 billion, - but until now the market is “delayed” not used. Similarly, the construction of Boyong Market in Jeneponto district in 2013 with budget about Rp. 7.5 billion, - until now is not used because the traders do not want to move from old market to new market because not strategic, far from settlement so that the consumer who want to shop not want to go the market (Daily Media of Fajar on Tuesday April 28, 2015 by the title “Habis Rp. 7.5 M, Pasar Tidak Digunakan”).
This sort should not occur if the authorities before determining policies needed pre-study (*feasibility study*) is a comprehensive and in-depth by considering various aspects and involves a team of experts in accordance with the designation of such development/construction. It is often not done because there are “certain” factors that affect the decision.

Indeed, there was no financial loss to the state, because the budget costs incurred by the government to build public facilities have been used properly and in real terms the physical building exist and are in accordance with the employment contract (the physical value in accordance with the value of budget has been disbursed). But it certainly has damage the state economy, because the budget already incurred by the state cannot function to serve the public interest and do not provide the benefit, prosperity to all people’s life.

b. Contractor is unable to complete the government’s work in accordance to the employment contract

It often happens in the practice of work contract that cannot be resolved by the contractor in accordance with employment contracts that have been agreed for various reasons, for example: (i) the scarcity of raw materials, (ii) the lack of equipment (heavy equipment) and labor, (iii) field conditions that are difficult to reach, (iv) and others. Therefore, the work should be completed in the budget year, but the contractor could not complete it so that conducted a termination of contract between the work owners with service providers (contractors).

Although the work progress physically in accordance with the amount of budget has been disbursed by the contractor, for example, a contract value is Rp. 10.000.000.000,- and after the finishing of work period, the progress of physical weight for new job of 50% of money disbursed also by 50% amounting to Rp. 5.000.000.000,- so the money is disbursed in proportion to the value of physical work. But the work should have been finished at the time and the results of such development can be exploited for the benefit of general public, but in its reality the construction is not yet complete and therefore cannot be used by the public, so that the

---

9 It’s common that the policy or authority of policy holders are often influenced by practice of bribery, collusion, nepotism, so the decision or policy taken is not objective.
10 Based on Report of Indonesian Anti-Corruption Society (Kompak Indonesia) dated 6 April 2015 that the construction of the district hospital in Barru Rp. 5.8 M did not finish and conduct the termination of contract. The construction of Tello’s bridge is not finished in fiscal year 2015 and then conduct the termination of contract (Fajar, 15 February 2016)
remaining of money unrealized re-entry into the state treasury. Certainly, to continues the work through process and procedures again as the time-consuming and cost.

In the state finances, there is no state money is lost (loss) for the state money disbursed is Rp. 5.000.000.000, already comparable to weigh the value of work of Rp. 5.000.000.000,.-. But there is a loss of the state economy, because that should be the construction has been completed and can be used by people in need, but in reality the construction is not finished, so the public cannot use the results of such development that has disrupted public economic activities, as should the money countries emerging for the development can already be enjoyed (utilized) by the public, but in fact it cannot be utilized by the public. Things like this are often used as modus by the contractors to avoid the risk of loss on the work, so they prefers to do the termination of contract.

c. Stockpiling of basic commodities and needs of community (the stockpiling of rice, fertilizer, fuel, and so forth)

To avoid shortages of basic commodities the government should provide tight regulation and supervision in the field of economy, which avoids stockpiling by middlemen or traders speculators. The measures of stockpiling for basic commodities will lead to scarcity and eventually disturb public economic activities, because the price of basic commodities are soaring difficult to reach by the condition of society, so that the activities of daily life hampered and it will harm the people economy (state).

Throughout the stockpiling of basic commodities not yet specific regulations (lex specialis derogat legi generalis) which provide criminal sanctions, then such actions should be charged under the Corruption Eradication Acts, because it has damage the state economy.

d. Import policies that damage the production of people

The results of national production (agriculture, livestock, fisheries, etc.) in addition be used to meet domestic needs (the public), then as much as possible export to overseas to add to the excitement of the national economy. Do not let the Indonesia as agricultural country that produces rice, corn, soybeans and other agricultural products actually do import agricultural products and livestock, when in fact the production of agricultural products and livestock that meet or even exceed domestic requirements. Do not for agricultural products and livestock from abroad are cheaper then the government should import these goods, so that agricultural products and
livestock in the country do not have a place in the domestic market. With such conditions, the economies of most people (farmers and ranchers) will be disrupted and occur fluctuation that impacted on the disruption of national economy.

One example is the case of beef imports which round up the President of Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (PKS), Lutfi Hasan Ishak. In such cases there is an effort of filing additional quota beef imports on the initiative of Elda Devianne Adiningrat and Maria Elizabeth Liman (PT. Indoguna Main). In this case, the author is not entered in the case of gratification which the accused Lutfi Hasan Ishaq, but will get in on the plan alleged actions could potentially damage the state economy.

In such cases, the Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of Agriculture has agreed to the policy of limiting imports of beef with the aim to announce the meat self-sufficiency by increasing domestic meat production and reduce dependence on imported meat. However, in this case there are parties who want to disrupt the economic policy by asking additional quota beef import up to 10,000 tons for the needs of 2013, whereas the domestic production and imports policies set by the government (Ministry of Agriculture) meets the needs of beef in the country, so that the addition is not necessary. Besides filing quota increase proposed by PT. Indoguna Utama is not in accordance with the Regulation of the Decree of Minister of Agriculture No: 50/Permentan/OT.140/9/2011 on the Recommendation of Agreement of Carcass Import, meat, and/or processed products into the territory of the Republic of Indonesia.

However, these efforts do not stop just like that, on the instructions of Ahmad Fathona that PT. Indoguna Utama prepare data (allegedly manipulation) to convince the Minister of Agriculture that the data of Central Bureau of Statistics is not true and self-sufficiency threaten food security in the country. Fortunately this scenario is quickly revealed and thwarted by the Commission to perform an operation to capture Ahmad Fathona hereinafter Lutfi Hasan Ishaq also set as a suspect.11

If only PT. Indoguna Utama is successfully influencing economic policies of Minister of Agriculture and beef import quota to 10,000 tones, of course, the Indonesian economy will be disrupted and potentially detrimental to the economy of the country (until here, the state finances has not lossed).

11 Decision of High Court of DKI Jakarta No: 14/PID/TPK/2014/PT.DKI dated 15 April 2014 Page. 4
That said, effort to limiting import is to saving the country foreign exchange reserves. When in fact the additional beef import quota is not necessary. If imposed impact is the reduction in foreign exchange reserves, which in turn will inhibit national development.

In addition, beef imports in excess will affect the stability of the market; often selling value of meat imports is cheaper than domestic meat. If this happens, then the businessmen and domestic ranchers will bankrupt and the governments’ efforts to self-supporting are only on paper. Thus, it is categorized as potential losses.

e. Acts that damage environment (forestry, fishing and mining)

Many companies conduct natural resources exploitation that damage the environment, for example, utilization of forest products, mining and fisheries. Often the activities that conducted by the company is damage the environment to the state loss.

One example is the case of corruption in assessment and approval of the annual action *Izin Usaha Pemanfaatan Hasil Hutan Kayu dan Hutan Tanaman* (IUPHHKHT) in 12 Industrial Plant companies in Riau involving a Regent of Pelelawan Teuku Azmun, and partners. In its handling, the Corruption Eradication Commission simply counting losses to the state amounting to Rp. 519 billion, while in the calculation of Prof. Bambang Saharjo, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry IPB in such cases there are economic and ecological losses reached Rp. 667 trillion.\(^\text{12}\)

f. Delay discussion and determination of budget (APBN and APBD) due to conflict of interest.

It is no secret to anyone that the budget discussion both APBN and APBD often followed with personal and group interests, especially the discussion on legislative. Many shift back and forth so that the discussion and determination of budget delayed because the “interests” have not been accommodated in the form of various programs, especially aspirations program.

On the argument that aspirations program have not been accommodated, the member of legislative did not want to continue the discussion of RAPBD and after its aspirations program are accommodated just want to continue the discussion of RAPBD,\(^\text{13}\) so the discussion of RAPBD is delayed and certainly the legalization of...

---

\(^\text{12}\) State losses due to forest corruption in Riau reached 687 triliun, Tribunnews, Friday 23 August 2013

\(^\text{13}\) Based on data from the Special Crime of High Court of South Sulawesi there are 5 (five) cases of corruption committed by members of legislatives in Jeneponto district because the relevant request in FY 2013 by the reason that aspiration program and if not accommodated the legislative does not want to continue the discussion of RAPBD, so that the discussion of RAPBD is delayed and impacted to the...
APBD is also delayed and eventually regional development program delayed and impacted to the life of economic.

Supposedly the perpetrators are not only subject to Article 12 letter i of UUPTPK that is “civil servants or State administrators either directly or indirectly knowingly participated in contracting, procurement or leasing, which at the time of the act, in whole or in part is assigned to administer or watching them. However, can be applied article 2, paragraph (1) of UUPTPK, because the actions in the state economy loss.

Some examples of phenomenon as above it have been violated Indonesia economic democracy that togetherness principled, efficiency-justice, sustainability and environmental insight, independence, and maintaining a balance between progress and national economic unity.

From these facts, to encourage the success of the eradication of corruption, it is necessary to expand the concept of state economy loss, where several acts as described above, namely the implementation of development without in-depth study (feasibility study) it does not have the value of benefits (delayed), contractor cannot finish the government’s work in accordance with the contract of employment, stockpiling of basic commodities and the needs of the community (stockpiling of food, fuel, fertilizer, etc.), import policies that damage the production of community, acts that damage the environment (forestry, mining and fisheries that conducted unlawfully) and delay discussion and determination of budget (APBN and APBD) due to conflict of interest can be categorized as acts that in the state economy loss as opposed to economic democracy.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The meaning of economy in UUPTPK is an economy that is structured as a joint venture based on kinship principles and in this case is cooperative or SOEs, POEs that spirited “cooperative”, in which the goal and its principle based on mutual cooperation and kinship as well as the form of joint ventures. So if there is a cooperatives entity or other entity that holds the principle and spirit of cooperative occurs irregularities against the financial management of cooperative and resulting in loss of the cooperative then it can be applied the UUPTPK, because it losing the state economy.
2. Expansion of the concept of state economy loss in UUPTPK in Indonesia refers to the system of economic democracy, includes: the implementation of development or construction without in-depth study (feasibility study) so it does not have the value of benefits (delayed), contractor is unable to finish the work in accordance with the government’s contract, stockpiling of basic commodities and needs of the community (stockpiling of food, fuel, fertilizer, etc.), import policies that damage the production of community, acts that damage the environment (forestry, mining and fisheries were conducted unlawfully) and delay discussion and determination of budget (APBN and APBD) due to conflict of interest.

Recommendation

Needed to do policy legislation by making amendment of UUPTPK, especially the concept of the state economy loss, which included the state economy loss: implementation of construction/development without in-depth study (feasibility study) so it does not have the value of benefits (delayed), contractor is unable to finish the government’s work in accordance with employment contracts, stockpiling of basic commodities and the needs of the community (stockpiling of food, fuel, fertilizer, etc.), import policies that damage the production of community, acts that damage the environment (forestry, mining and fisheries were conducted unlawfully) and delay discussion and determination of budget (APBN and APBD) due to conflict of interest.
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